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Abstract 
As the OSI protocols come to be widely adopted in various communication systems, the testing 
of OSI protocol implementations becomes important. In this testing, the interoperability testing 
is performed to examine the interconnectability which cannot be checked in the conformance 
testing. In this paper, we propose the Intelligent OSI Protocol Monitor which observes PDUs 
(Protocol Data Units) exchanged between OSI system and analyzes the protocol behaviors as 
well as the PDU format according to the protocols of OSI 7 layers. This monitor is effectively 
used to observe the actual communication for a long period and to detect protocol errors which 
cannot be detected by the conformance testing. This paper describes the detailed design of the 
Intelligent OSI Protocol Monitor and shows how it works for actual OS! protocols. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

As the standardization of OSI (Open Systems Interconnection) progresses, OSI protocols come 
to be widely adopted in various communication systems. As a result, the testing of OSI protocol 
implementations becomes important in order to realize the interconnection between OSI based 
communication systems. When a communication system is developed, it will be tested whether 
the system implements the relevant OSI protocols correctly. This testing is called the conformance 
testing and is useful to increase the possibility of the interoperability of OSI systems. However, 
the conformance testing focuses only on the conformity of an OSI system to the standard protocols, 
and therefore there are some possibilities that two OSI systems which have passed the conformance 
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testing independently cannot communicate with each other, for example, because of some 
incompatibility of the usage of optional parameters. Also, there are some possibilities that the 
conformance testing fails to detect some errors included in the systems. 

The interoperability testing will be performed to resolve these problems of the conformance 
testing. In this testing, OSI systems are connected through networks and the interoperability will 
be examined by making them communicate with each other. Currently, there are some studies 
on the interoperability testing and they are categorized into two types of methods. One method 
introduces additional testing programs, such as lower tester and upper tester, in the communicating 
OSI systems [7, 8, 9]. This method assumes that the additional testing programs apply test 
sequences and observe responses for them. These test sequences can be generated based on the 
test case generation method for the conformance testing. The other method only monitors POUs 
(Protocol Oata Units) exchanged between the communicating OSI systems without using 
controlled test sequences. In this type oftesting, protocol monitors are used to analyze exchanged 
POUs [5, 10]. 

However, these two types of interoperability testing have the following problems: 

• As for the interoperability testing using additional testing programs, it is possible that the 
additional programs may change the original behavior of the communication systems. 
• Since the test sequences are generated based on the method adopted by the conformance testing, 
it may be possible that the errors which cannot be detected in the conformance testing cannot be 
detected again . 
• As for the testing by monitoring exchanged POUs, the currently available protocol monitors 
have only the functions to analyze the format of POUs and exchanged data sequence, and protocol 
errors should be detected manually by test operators. 

In order to resolve these problems, we have adopted the following approach. We select the 
testing method by monitoring exchanged data for avoiding the effects of additional testing 
programs. We introduce in a protocol monitor the functionality to analyze the protocol behaviors 
and to detect protocol errors in the communicating systems according to protocols of OSI 7 
layers. We call this protocol monitor as Intelligent OSI Protocol Monitor. The Intelligent OSI 
Protocol Monitor observes the actual communication between as! systems, checks both the 
POU formats and the protocol behavior, and finds errors if the POU formats and the behavior 
does not conform to the standard protocols. 

This paper describes the design of the Intelligent OSI Protocol Monitor. The next section and 
section 3 describe the design principle and the detailed design of the Intelligent OSI Protocol 
Monitor, respectively. Section 4 gives an example on how this monitor works for the OSI 
Transport and Session protocols [2, 3]. Section 5 gives some discusses on this monitor and 
section 6 makes the conclusion on our researches. 

2 DESIGN PRINCIPLES 

We have adopted the following principles on the design of Intelligent OSI Protocol Monitor. 

1. The Intelligent OSI Protocol Monitor observes POUs exchanged between communicating 
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OSI systems, and emulates the behavior of individual OSI systems separately according to 
observed PDUs. In the configuration where OSI systems A and B are communicating, an observed 
PDU in the direction from A to B will be handled as a sent PDU by the emulation of system A 
and as a received PDU by the emulation of system B. 

2. The Intelligent OSI Protocol Monitor emulates the behavior of an OSI system based on the 
layered structure model, that is, it emulates the behavior of individual layers in one OSI system. 
The primitives exchanged between the layers are estimated by the monitor. 

3. The emulation of individual layers is invoked by the observation ofPDUs based on the following 
procedure. 
• When a received PDU of a layer is observed, the monitor emulates the behavior of the layer in 
the case that the PDU is applied. If the behavior includes sending out of a PDU or a primitive to 
the lower layer, the monitor expects the sending, and confirms it when corresponding PDU is 
observed. 
• When a sent PDU of a layer is observed in the case that some PDU s are expected to be sent, the 
monitor searches for the input (primitives from the higher layer or timeouts) which generates the 
PDU, and it considers that the input is applied to the layer. If it is a primitive from the higher 
layer, it is reported to the higher layer as an issued primitive. 

4. During the emulation, the monitor checks the following protocol errors. 
• PDU format error, such that a PDU does not have the mandatory parameters or the order of 
parameters is wrong. 
• PDU parameter value error, such that parameter values are out of range defined by the protocol. 
• PDU mapping error, such that a PDU is included in a wrong type of lower layer's PDU. 
• State transition error, such that an inopportune PDU or a PDU including invalid parameter 
values for the current state is sent out. 

If an invalid PDU is sent out, the monitor decides that the system which sends the PDU has 
protocol errors. 

5. The Intelligent OSI Protocol Monitor maintains the state of each layer to emulate the behavior 
of each layer. If the state of a communicating OSI system is known when the monitoring starts, 
then the state can be given by test operators. If not, the monitor estimates the state by using 10 
(Input/Output) sequences which determines the state before or after they are observed. 

3 DETAILED DESIGN 

3.1 Overview 

Figure I shows the structure of the Intelligent OSI Protocol Monitor. The monitor consists of the 
modules depicted in Figure 1. The Frame Capturing Module captures frames transmitted in both 
directions through the transmission line. As described in section 2, the System Emulating Modules 
which emulate the behavior of OSI systems are provided separately for the individual systems 
(systems A and B in Figure 1), the System Emulating Module is decomposed into a set of 
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Emulating Modules for individual layers. The (N) Emulating Module is provided with sent or 
received (N)-PDUs or issued or received (N-l)-primitives, which are estimated in the (N-I) 
Emulating Module. It emulates the (N) layer protocol and generates (N+ 1 )-PDU s or (N)-primitives 
to be reported to the (N+ I) Emulating Module. The monitored PDUs and the errors are shown 
by the Displaying Module. 

Figure 2 shows the internal structure of the (N) Emulating Module. It consists of the (N) PDU 
Analyzing Module, the (N) State Identification Module and the (N) Behavior Control Module. 
The (N) PDU Analyzing Module decodes (N)-PDUs along with checking the format of (N)
PDUs. The decoded (N)-PDUs and (N-I)-primitives are given to the (N) Behavior Control 
Module. 

The (N) Behavior Control Module emulates the behavior of the (N) protocol based on the 
State Transition Table of (N) layer. This emulation is performed for the related PDUs, such as 
PDUs over the same connection of the connection oriented protocol and PDUs with the same 

Intelligenl 051 Protocol Monitor 

I Displaying ModuIe I 
System Emulating Module for SyStem Emulating Module for 
OS! System A 051 System B 

SCllt (N+ 1 )-PDU received sent (N+ I)-PDU received 
and/or issued (N+l)-PDU and/or issued (N+l)-PDU and/Ol 
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l (N) Emulating Module ~ H (N) Emulating Module I 
sent (N)-PDU ! ! received (N)-PDU sent (N)-PDU ! !receiVed (N)-PDU 
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Figure I Configuration of Intelligent OSI Protocol Monitor. 
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~+ I)-PDU or (N)-primilive ~isplaying Dala 

(N) Emulating Module 

Behavior Conlrol Module Slate Identification Module 

( Slale Transilion Table ) 
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l 
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Figure 2 Configuration of (N) Emulating Module_ 

Data Unit Identifier which CLNP (Connectionless Network Protocol) uses for the segmentation_ 
Therefore, the (N) Behavior Control Module manages the Association Control Block for 
maintaining the association, such as the connection, between the peer (N) layers. This block 
includes the emulating-status listing up the candidates of states which the (N) layer may possibly 
take. In the case that the (N) Behavior Control Module does not know the state of (N) layer, it 
stores the decoded PDUs and primitives, provides the (N) State Identification Module with the 
POUs and/or primitives, and asks for identifying the state of (N) layer. The (N) State Identification 
Module maintains the 10 Sequence Table which specifies the sequences of (N)-POUs and (N
I)-primitives which can identify the state of (N) layer before or after the sequence is observed. 
By use of this table, the State Identification Module estimates the state and report it to the 
Behavior Control Module. 

In the case that the (N) Behavior Control Module has identified the state, it emulates the 
behavior of (N) layer using the State Transition Table with the following approaches. 

1. The (N) Behavior Control Module maintains all possible states of (N) layer in the emulating
status of the Association Control Block. When received (N)-PDUs and (N-I )-primitives or sent 
(N)-PDUs and issued (N-l)-primitives are provided, the transition from each states in the 
emulating-status is examined. If all transitions from a state are inconsistent with provided (N)
PDUs and (N-l)-primitives, then the state will be deleted from the emulating-status. If all states 
are deleted from the emulating-status, the (N) Behavior Control Module decides that some protocol 
errors occurred. 

2. As for received (N)-PDUs and (N-l)-primitives, it checks this transition in the State Transition 
Table. If the transition sends out any (N)-POUs and/or (N-l)-primitives, this module defers the 
emulation of this transition until the expected outputs are sent out or until some period of time 
passes. This is performed by use of the processing-flag in the emulating-status and the processing-
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timer. If the transition does not send out any (N)-PDUs and (N-l)-primitives, it is emulated at 
this stage. 

3. As for sent (N}-PDUs and issued (N-l)-primitives, there are two cases of handling by the (N) 
Behavior Control Module. In the case that the processing-flag is set, the module checks whether 
the transition focused on sends out the sent (N)-PDU and/or issued (N-l)-primitive. If so, this 
transition is emulated and the state is changed to the new state for the transition. If not. the (N) 
Behavior Control Module deletes the state from the emulating-status. 

4. In the case that the processing-flag is not set, the (N) Behavior Control Module checks whether 
the sent out PDUs and/or primitives can be sent in the current state, by referring to the State 
Transition Table. If so, the module emulates that the event which sends out the PDUs and/or 
primitives has occurred, and if the event is an (N)-primitive, it is reported as an issued (N)
primitive to the (N+ 1) Emulating Module. If not, the state is deleted from the emulating-status. 

3.2 PDU Analyzing Module 

The (N) PDU Analyzing Module is provided with (N)-PDUs together with (N-l)-primitives in 
which the PDUs are contained. It checks the following items for the PDUs: 

• the format of PDUs 
• the constraint for PDU parameters defined by the protocol 
• the mapping between the (N)-PDU and the (N-l)-primitives. 

If there are no errors, the PDUs are handled as valid PDUs sent or received, and the decoded 
PDU s are provided for the (N) Behavior Control Module together with the (N-l )-primitives. If 
there are any errors detected, the PDUs are handled as invalid ones and are reported with error 
information. The PDUs are also provided for the Displaying Module. 

3.3 State Identification Module 

The (N) State Identification Module checks whether the sequence of (N)-PDUs and (N-l)
primitives provided by the (N) Behavior Control Module match any 10 sequence maintained in 
the 10 Sequence Table. If the matched 10 sequence is found, the module identifies the state 
before or after the sequence is observed depending on the type of the 10 sequence, and reports 
the identified state to the (N) Behavior Control Module. 

3.4 Behavior Control Module 

3.4.1 Data Structure 

As described in section 3.1, the (N) Behavior Control Module uses the Association Control 
Block. In the case of the connection oriented protocol, it includes the following elements: 
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• the emulating-status which is a list including the state, processing-flag, input-id, transition-id 
and output-id 
• the identifiers for the (N) connection and (N-l) connection 
• parameter variables for the connection defined by the (N) protocol, such as reference of the 
Transport Protocol and the functional unit of the Session Protocol 
• the buffer for (N)-PDUs and (N-l)-primitives while the state is not identified 
• (N)-SDU buffer for reassembling and resequencing 
• the buffer for received (N)-PDUs and (N-l)-primitives. 

The emulating-status is used for two purposes. One is to maintain all the possible states which 
the (N) layer may take and the other is to maintain all the possible transitions caused by received 
(N)-PDUs and (N-l)-primitives and with (N)-PDUs and/or (N-l)-primitives sent out. The 
processing-flag shows that a transition is during processing and the observation of outgoing 
(N)-PDUs and/or (N-l)-primitives is being waited for. The input-id and the transition-id specify 
the current input and transition in the corresponding entry of the State Transition Table. The 
output-id indicates which outgoing PDUs and primitives are waited for in the case that the 
corresponding entry has more than one outputs. The buffer for received (N)-PDUs and (N-l)
primitives is used for deferring the handling of the PDU s and/or primitives as described below. 

The State Transition Table used for emulation is different from the table standardized. All 
possibilities of outputs are written in the action field as alternatives. For example, if an output of 
a PDU is an option, the alternatives are the output of the PDU and no output. 

3.4.2 Emulating Algorithm When State is Identified 

When the state of (N) layer is identified, the (N) Behavior Control Module will emulate the 
behavior of (N) layer based on the following algorithms. 

1. Handling of received (N)-PDU and (N-l)-primitive 
• The module searches for the entry of the Association Control Block corresponding to the PDU 
and/or primitive. 
• If there is at least one state whose corresponding processing-flag is set in the emulating-status, 
the handling of the PDU and primitive will be deferred until the handling of the expected sent 
PDU s and/or issued primitives is completed. The received PDU and/or primitive is stored in the 
buffer for received (N)-PDUs and (N-l)-primitives in the Association Control Block. 
• The received (N)-PDU and/or (N-I)-primitive values are checked with the parameter variables 
for the connection. 
• For each state in the emulating-status, the following procedure is perfonned for all the transitions 
specified in the entry for the state and the PDU and/or primitive: 

• If the transition does not send out any (N)-PDUs and (N-I)-primitives, this transition will 
be emulated. This emulation includes performing the corresponding actions in the transition, 
such as reassembling and resequencing using (N)-SDU buffers, updating parameter variables 
corresponding to the parameter values in the PDU and/or primitive, and reporting (N+ 1)
PDU sand/or (N)-primitives to the (N+ 1) Emulating Module if they are generated. The current 
state is changed to the new state transferred by the transition. 
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• H the transition sends out any (N)-PDUs and/or (N-I)-primitives, the emulation of this 
transition is deferred by using the following steps: 

• setting the processing-flag of the emulating-status, 
• storing the identifier of the received (N)-PDU and/or (N-l)-primitive in the input-id of 
the emulating-status, 
• storing the identifier of the transition focused on in the transition-id of the emulating
status, 
• storing the identifier of the outgoing (N)-PDU or (N-I )-primitive expected to be observed 
in the output-id of the emulating-status, and 
• start the processing-timer. 

The handling of this transition is performed when a sent (N)-PDU and/or an issued (N-l)
primitive is observed as described below. In the case that the processing-timer expires, this 
transition is also handled in the same way as the case that (N)-PDU and/or (N-l)-primitive 
observed. 

2. Handling of sent (N)-PDUs and issued (N-l)-primitives 
• The module searches for the entry of the Association Control Block corresponding to the PDU 
and/or primitive. 
• The sent (N)-PDU and/or issued (N-l )-primitive values are checked with the parameter variables 
for the connection. 
• For each state in the emulating-status, the following procedure is performed: 

• H the processing-flag associated with the state is set, the (N) Behayior Control Module 
checks whether the output specified by the output-id in the transition specified in the State 
Transition Table which is identified by the state, the input-id and the transition-id is the sent 
(N)-PDU and/or (N-I)-primitive focussed on. H so, the output-id is set to the next output in 
the transition if it exists, or the transition is emulated as described above and the next state is 
stored in the state of the emulating-status with the processing-flag cleared. After the processing
flag is cleared, the buffer for received (N)-PDUs and (N-l)-primitives is checked and the 
stored PDU s and/or primitives are processed as described above, if they exist. 

If the output is not the same as the PDU and/or primitive focussed on, the state will be 
deleted from the emulating-status. 
• H the processing-flag is not set, the (N) Behavior Control Module searches for the transition 
in the state which sends out the PDU and/or primitive focussed on. This is performed by 
looking up all of the entries for the state in the State Transition Table. H such a transition 
exists, the (N) Behavior Control Module emulates it. This emulation includes performing the 
corresponding actions in the transition, such as reassembling and resequencing using (N)
SDU buffers, and updating parameter variables corresponding to the parameter values in the 
PDU and/or primitive. The current state is changed to the new state transferred by the transition. 
If the transition is generated by (N)-primitive given by the higher layer, the (N) Behavior 
Control Module reports it to the (N+l) Emulating Module. 

If the transition sending out the PDU and/or primitive focussed on does not exist, the state 
will be deleted from the emulating-status. 
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• If all the states are deleted from the emulating-status as the result of the above procedure, the 
(N) Behavior Control Module decides that the PDU and/or primitive will be a protocol error. 

3.4.3 Handling When State is not Identified 

When the state of (N) layer is not identified, the (N) Behavior Control Module stores the (N)
PDUs and (N-l)-primitives in the buffer for (N)-PDUs and (N-l)-primitives in the Association 
Control Block. The module also provides the identifier of (N)-PDUs and (N-l)-primitives for 
the (N) State Identification Module. If the state is identified by the (N) State Identification 
Module, it returns the state before or after a specific (N)-PDU and/or (N-l)-primitive is observed. 
The (N) Behavior Control Module starts the emulation from the point where the state is identified 
using the stored (N)-PDUs and (N-l)-primitives, following to the algorithm described in section 
3.4.2. 

4 EXAMPLE ON HOW INTELLIGENT OSI PROTOCOL MONITOR WORKS 

This section demonstrates how the Intelligent OSI Protocol Monitor works by taking as an 
example OSI Transport Protocol class 4 over CLNS (connectionless network service) and OSI 
Session Protocol. 

4.1 Examples of Tables and Variables 

Tables 1 and 2 show a part of the State Transition Tables maintained in the Transport and 
Session Behavior Control Modules of the Intelligent OSI Protocol Monitor, respectively. An 
entry of these tables specifies the transition for an input is received in a state. It includes the 
output both to the higher layer and to the lower layer, and the next state. If there are more than 
one alternatives for the transition, they are specified in the entry with the identifier such as 
(transl). 

The Behavior Control Module also maintains the parameter variables which the protocol defines. 
The Transport Behavior Control Module maintains the following variables corresponding to the 
sequence number of TPDU: 

• V(S) : the sequence number to be sent next 
• V(LS) : the lower window edge for sending 
• V(US) : the upper window edge for sending 
• V(R) : the sequence number to be received next 
• V(LR) : the lower window edge for receiving 
• V(UR) : the upper window edge for receiving. 

Table 3 shows an example of 10 Sequence Table maintained in Transport and Session State 
Identification Module. The estimated state and before/after flag are described together with 
each 10 sequence. '-' for inputs means that the inputs cannot be observed. 
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Table 1 State Transition Table for Transport Protocol class 4 (partially) 

CLOSED WFCC OPEN CLOSING REFWAIT 
CR 

TCONreq WFCC 
(transl) TCONconf, AK 

CC 
DR OPEN AK DR 

CLOSED (trans2) TDISind,DR OPEN 
CLOSING REFWAIT 

CLOSING 

TDTreq 
DT 

OPEN 

DR (transl) AK OPEN 
CLOSING DT CLOSED CLOSING (trans2) OPEN REFWAIT 

DR 
(transl) TDTind, AK 

DT (eot) CLOSED CLOSING 
OPEN CLOSING REFWAIT 

(trans2) TDTind 
OPEN 

DR 
AK CLOSED CLOSING OPEN CLOSING REFWAIT 

timeout CLOSED 
CR DT DR 

CLOSED 
WFCC OPEN CLOSING 

eot : End of TSDU 
DT : DT TPDU with eot=O 
DT (eot) : DT TPDU with eot=1 

Table 2 State Transition Table for Session Protocol (partially) 

STAOI 

SCONreq 
TCONreq 
STAOlB 

TCONconf 

AC 

STAOIB STA02A STA713 

CN 
STA02A 

(transl) S-P-ABORTind, SCONconf (transl) S-P-ABORTind, AB(nr) 

AB(nr) STA713 STAl6 

STAl6 (trans2) S-P-ABORTind,AB(r) 

(trans2) STAOlA 

S-P-ABORTind,AB(r) (trans3) 

STAOlA S-P-EXEPTION-REPORTind,ER 
STA20 

AB(r) : AB SPDU with reuse of transport connection 
AB(nr) : AB SPDU with no reuse of transport connection 

4.2 Examples of Emulation 

We show the emulation performed by the Intelligent OSI Protocol Monitor when the PDU 
sequence depicted in Figure 3 is observed. This sequence represents a normal connection 
establishment phase in Transport and Session Protocols. 
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Table 3 An example of 10 Sequence Table 

JOsequence state 'fJefore/after 

-/eR. WFCC after 

CC/AK OPEN after 

DT/AK OPEN after 

-/AK OPEN after 

CC/DT OPEN after 

DT/DT OPEN after 

-1M OPEN after 

(a) Transport 

CR (edt=8) 

CC (edt=8) 

DT (s=O, edt=8, 

DT (s=I, edt=!! 

AK (s=I, edt=8) 

AK (s=2, edt=8) -
DT (s=O, edt=8 

DT(s=I,edt=!!, 

--

JO sequence state before/after 

-/TCONreq STAOl before 

TCONind I TCONresp STAOl before 

TCONconf I CN STAOlB before 

.. -" means input cannot be observed 

(b) Session 

AK (s=O, edt=8) 

eot=O) [CN'] 

eot=I) [CN'] 

eot=O) [AC'] 

eot=l) [AC'] 

AK (s=1, edt=8) 

AK (s=2, edt 8) 

--
--
. --.. 

---- s : sequence number 
edt· credit 

OSI System I Monitor I OSISystem 

A I B 

Figure 3 An example of protocol sequences at Transport and Session Protocol 

Figure 4 shows how the monitor emulates the behavior of system A, the initiator side. At first, 
the state is not identified. When CR TPDU is observed, the monitor handles it as a sent PDU. 
Since the sequence '- / CR' is an 10 sequence after observation for state WFCC, the state of 
Transport layer is identified as WFCC. 

Then, the monitor observes the received CC TPDU for system A. Since there are two alternatives 
for this input, both of which have a sent out TPDU, the following two elements are registered in 
the emulating-status. They consist of state, processing-flag, input-id, transition-id and output-id. 
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I Session Emulating Module I I Transport Emulating Module I 
(WFCC) 

sen! CR (cdt=8) 

-fCR 

.... receival CC (cdl=8) 

pt: activate 

.JCIlt AK (s=O, cdl=8) 

(STAOIB ) 
receival TCONconf pt :deactivate 

(OPEN ) TCONconf f CN sent DT (5=0. cdt=8, 

V(S)=I 
eat=O) [CN'] 

sent DT (s= I , cdt=8, 

issual TDTreq [CN] V(S)=2 
eat= I)[CN'] 

(STA02A) -
V(LS)=I received AK(s= 1, cdt=8) 
V(US)=8 

o : identified Slate V(LS)=2 
~ived AK(s=2, cdt=8) 

o : changed Slate 
V(US)=9 

receival DT (s=0, 
cdl=8. eot=O) [AC'] 

pt: processing-timer V(R)=I Pi : activate 

received DT (s= I , 
.... cdl=8. eOl= I) lAC'] 

V(R)=2 ,.sent AK (s= I, cdl=8) 

V(LR)=I pt : deactivate, other pt :activate 
V(UR)=8 

~ived TDTind (AC] 
sent AK (s=2, cdt=8) 

Receival SCONconf PI : deactivate 

(STA713 ) 
V(LR)=2 
V (UR)=9 

Figure 4 An example of emulation for Transport and Session Protocol 

{WFCC, I, CC, trans 1 , AK} and {WFCC, I, CC, trans2, DR} 
At this stage, the processing-timer is started in order to wait for the sending of any TPDU. 

In the Figure 4, a sent AK TPDU is observed before the processing-timer expires and the 
monitor emulates that the fIrst element of the emulating-status is selected. A received TCONconf 
is reported to the Session Emulating Module and the emulating-status is changed to 

{OPEN, 0, null, null, null} . 
At this time, the state in the Session layer is not identifIed and TCONconf is not an 10 sequence. 
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Therefore, TCONconf is stored in the buffer. 
Then, two DT TPDUs which contain a segmented CN SPDU are observed and V(S) is set to 1 

and then to 2. Since the eot parameter of the second DT TPDU is set to I, the user data is 
reassembled. At this stage, the Transport Emulating Module will search for the transition which 
sends DT TPDU in state OPEN and find that the input is IDTreq. IDTreq with CN SPDU is 
reported to the Session Emulating Module as an issued primitive. 

Then, the Session Emulating Module observes the received TCONconf and the sent of IDTreq 
with CN SPDU and finds that this sequence corresponds to an 10 sequence before the observation 
for state STAOlB. The Session Emulating Module determines the state before the received 
TCONconf is STAOlB and performs the emulation for received TCONconf and sent CN. As a 
result, the state is set to ST A02A. 

Then, the Transport Emulating Module observes two received AK TPDUs and the V(LS) is 
updated according t? the parameter values. After that, it observes the received DT TPDU and 
sets V(R) to 1. In this case, two elements of emulated-status, 

{OPEN, I, DT, transl, AK} and {OPEN, 0, DT, trans2, null}, 
are registered. Since the next received DT TPDU is observed before the processing-timer expires 
and next received TPDU is observed, the PDU is stored in the buffer and the handling is deferred. 
When the sent AK TPDU is observed, the Transport Emulating Module determines the first 
transition has been selected and handles the DT TPDU stored in the buffer. 

Again, the corresponding entry for the DT TPDU has a transition sending out a TPDU, two 
elements of emulated-status, 

{OPEN, I, DT, trans 1 , AK} and {OPEN, 0, DT, trans2, null}, 
are registered. When the last sent AK TPDU is observed, the user data are reassembled and 
IDTind with is reported to the Session Emulating Module and the variables are updated. 

The reported IDTind with AC SPDU is handled by the Session Emulating Module and the 
received SCONconf is reported to the Presentation Emulating Module and the state is changed. 

5 DISCUSSIONS 

1. It is considered that our Intelligent OSI Protocol Monitor is applied effectively to the testing 
of the communication systems which passed the conformance testing. Our monitor can observe 
the systems' behaviors for a long period and emulate them according to the protocol reference it 
has by the form of state transition table. If the systems have any errors which are difficult to find, 
it takes a long period for the errors to appear. Such errors are difficult to find by the conformance 
testing and our monitor is more appropriate. 

2. As described in section I, some research activities introduce the additional testing programs 
into the interoperability testing and generate the test sequence based on the generation method 
of the conformance testing. The test sequence generation method of the conformance testing can 
be categorized into the transition tour method [6], the DIO (Unique Input Output) sequence 
method [1] and the state identification method [4]. It is considered that the error detecting 
capability is the smallest for the transition tour method and the largest for the state identification 
method. On the other hand, the Intelligent OSI Protocol Monitor can be considered as a testing 
system which uses uncontrollable sequence as a test sequence. The emulating algorithm adopted 
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by our monitor trace the behavior of OSI systems according to the state transition table and 
therefore our algorithm corresponds to the transition tour method. We think that this is reasonable 
for the monitoring based testing method because of the following reasons: 

• Since the sequence is not controllable, the UIO sequence and the distinguishing sequence 
cannot be applied . 
• Our monitor can detect errors by emulating the behavior of a system for a long period and by 
finding the difference between the system and the reference. 

3. There is a delay between the time system A sends a PDU and the time system B receives the 
PDU, and the monitor captures the PDU in the different timing from them. Therefore, the order 
of PDU s in which a system actually sends or receives might be different from the order in which 
the monitor detects. 

We handle the PDU crossing depicted in Figure 5 in the following way. In case (a), the 
Transport Emulating Module of system B understands that CC TPDU is sent out by received CR 
TPDU in one transition and stores crossed DR TPDU in the buffer. However, in case (b), the 
Transport Emulating Module of system A detects CC TPDU at WFCC and it differs from the 
behavior of system A. Then, the Transport Emulating Module would estimate the emulating
status, {WFCC, 1, CC, transl, AK} and {WFCC, 1, CC, trans2, DR}, and, since the DR TPDU 
observed next has different reason parameter value from expected DR TPDU, it would be 
considered as a protocol error. This might be resolved by reordering the emulation for received 
CC TPDU and sent DR TPDU. In the actual environment, more than one PDUs might cross as 
shown in case (c). In this case the Transport Emulating Module must consider the possibility of 
many cases. In order to cope with such a situation, it might be necessary to consider the 
propagation delay between the monitor and systems and to reordering the emulation. 

4. When a protocol error has occurred, the state and variables will be reset or will not be reset 
according to how severe it is. If the protocol error has been caused by sending an invalid parameter 
value, only the corresponding variable might be reset, but if it has been caused by sending an 
invalid type of PDU, the state and all variables would be reset. When a protocol error has 
occurred in (N) layer, it need to be determined to report the error to (N-l) layer and/or (N+l) 
layer also for individual errors. 

System A Monitor System B 

(a) emulating System B 

Figure 5 An example of PDU crossing 

Monitor System B System A . . 
SystemB 

Monitor 

(b) emulating System A (c) many PDUs crossing 
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6 CONCLUSION 

In this paper, we have described Intelligent OSI Protocol Monitor which observes PDUs 
exchanged between OSI system and analyzes the protocol behaviors as well as the PDU format 
according to the protocols of OSI 7 layers. This monitor would be very useful in the interoperability 
testing since it can detect protocol errors which cannot be detected by the conformance testing 
by monitoring the actual communication for a long period. 

This monitor emulates the behavior of an OSI system based on the layered structure model. It 
has the Emulating Module for each layer which emulates the behavior of the protocol in the 
layer based on the state and the state transition table. This emulation is invoked by the observation 
ofPDUs and all the functions defined in the protocol are emulated. In order to cope with the case 
when the state of the OSI system is not identified, the monitor provide state identification 
mechanism by use of 10 sequence. 

This paper have described the detailed design of the Intelligent OSI Protocol Monitor including 
the structure and the emulating algorithm. It has also demonstrated how the monitor works for 
the actual OSI protocols by taking OSI Transport Protocol class 4 over CLNS (connectionless 
network service) and OSI Session Protocol as examples. 
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